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BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS


Hämmerli, M. DIE HAFTUNG DES FLUGPLATZHALTERS IM SCHWEIZERISCHEN RECHT. Bern, Verlag Stämpfli & Cie., 1952.


Summary of notable developments of the year.


Attempt to ascertain economic effect of the shut-down of Newark Airport.


Study of fixed-base operations, publicly-owned airports, regularly scheduled certificated airlines, and irregular airlines.


Popular presentation of the development of the common system of air navigation, communication, and traffic control and RTCA’s role in coordinating efforts in the use of radio in aeronautics. Includes recommended terminology and glossary.
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U. S. Civil Aeronautics Board. AIRLINE TRAFFIC SURVEY, September, 1950. Washington, Airline Finance and Accounting Conference, Air Transport Association of America, 1952. 5v. $25.00


Study of legal aviation problems developing in Germany, particularly those relating to the extent of national and local control over civil aviation.

PERIODICAL ARTICLES


Study of legal aviation problems developing in Germany, particularly those relating to the extent of national and local control over civil aviation.


Authors conclude that no reasonable economic case can be made for the supersonic commercial transport aircraft.


Plea for removal of liability limits or a substantial increase therein.


Recent decision note on Fidelity & Casualty Co. of New York v. Smith, 189 F. 2d 315, (10th Cir., 1951).


FOREIGN ARTICLES


